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Tunisia Jolyn



This book is dedicated to Facebook, 

Twitter, Instagram and all its cousins. 

Thank you for making narcissism so 

trendy. 



i'm just a poet 

 

not too deep 

yes i've dug into the depths of me 

but i enjoy surface 

play in the playful colors 

yellow sunshines 

in midnight blues  

 

i'm just a poet 

just a wordsmith 

just a emotive emotion 

just a quiet quirk 

 

not too sad 

yes i've reached the depression of me 

but i enjoy laughter 

giggle at the giggling sounds 

joyous with jokes 

in tears’ delight 

 

i'm just a poet 

just a lyricist 

just a wandering writer 

just a tricky treat 

 

not too serious 

yes i've dived into the illusion of me 

but i enjoy the reality show 

pop in the popcorn 

view the inner views 

in life's silver screen 

 

i'm just a poet 

just an artist 

just a moody mood 

just a honest hue 

 

that's all. 



used words 

sometimes I just use big words to impress 

the strong and disgusted 

or the well-mannered and well-dressed 

 

sometimes I just use little words to invest 

in the weak and the hopeless 

or the open and focus 

 

sometimes I just use words for the sake 

of those ups and downs 

or the drums and drowns 

 

sometimes I just use words for the silence  

let the words speak that I couldn’t 

let the meanings develop in the spaces in between 

 

sometimes I just use words for the use of them 

let them have a life of their own 

in their expressive home 



side 

i prefer to  

travel on the 

left side of life 

because the moment  

is not always about 

what is right 



[i]dentity 

according to  

my blood 

I am 

Bajan 

Cherokee 

Jamaican 

British 

Portuguese 

Irish 

English  

African 

but in America, 

I’m Black  

 

And that works for me.



grown up hooky 

 

i coughed 

i coughed again into the phone 

i made my vocals pathetic 

 

and stated 

"i'm sick" 

 

i laughed 

i laughed again into the covers 

i made my vocals syrupy sweet 

 

and stated 

"i'm free" 



a little cold  

Just because I 

Say I’m fine 

Does not mean 

That I’m beyond the scene 

Of death and despair 

Yes, I was there 

Right there 

Right there 

 

Just because I 

Say I’m okay 

Does not mean 

That I’m beyond the scene 

Of depression and darkness 

Yes, I was there 

Right there 

Right there 

 

In order for me 

To truly see 

Beyond the illusion 

I had to come up with a conclusion 

 

That all of this 

Is never in vain 

Never in vain 



stranger in the night 

 

i sit outside my window  

to only see rain pouring 

and the drops fall all over 

my skin as it pricks me 

again and again 

 

i watch this experience unfold 

in my objective point of view 

to pick up the inner feelings 

that was so damn obscure 

again and again 

 

i learn so much in the front 

as only I saw it in the past 

trying to read my mind and his 

only to notice of its truth 

again and again 

 

stranger in the night 

that’s who he was 

and that’s all he’ll ever be



a heart’s stain 

 

oops 

you saw a mess 

in the corner 

i meant to clean that up 

just for you  

pristine presentation 

is what i wanted to show you 

now 

i cannot mask the dirt 

i am not ocd with my emotions 

just protective of its looks 

appearances appeal to the senses 

at least that's what I’ve heard 

minimalism was the idea of my design 

interior decorator that was I 

I wanted to share the best of my light 

so please forgive me 

for that smudge 

next time, 

it will not be there 



an artist's paint 

he 

dumps black oil 

where crisp white 

once was 

he 

says it makes the canvas 

more interesting 

  



i accept 

 

tiny little messes 

caught in tiny little memories 

where moments once were 

 

tiny little lies 

caught in tiny webs of truth 

where the present survives 

 

tiny little words 

caught in tiny conversations 

where connection is waiting 

 

tiny little thoughts 

caught in tiny emotions 

where tiny fears create 

 

tiny little moments 

caught in tiny seconds of time 

where life and love stays



elementary elements 

drew hearts 

on construction paper 

with a magenta crayon 

spelling out our names in big 

capitalized letters 

separating u and i with the letter 'n' 

wrote notes 

on loose leaves 

with a pink ink pen 

asking the important question 

placing a simple yes or no checkbox 

sung songs 

on private occasions 

with crimson tones 

vocalizing the depth of my pleas 

in vintage drawings and notes 



I want you. 

 

I am curious of our conversations. 

Would they be above or below the surface? 

Would our words reside somewhere in the middle of our highs 

and lows? 

Would the tones of our voices go perfectly harmonically?  

Or would the sounds clash against a cold hard truth? 

 

I want you. 

 

I am curious of our body languages. 

Would you be fluent in mines and I fluent in yours? 

Would the understanding of it be that important? 

Or would the feeling of the movement be the most 

compatible? 

 

I want you. 

 

I am curious of our engagements. 

Would we travel to distant lands or spend time simply 

holding hands? 

Would we stick to two coasts or meet somewhere in the 

middle? 

Would you be following me or I follow you?  

Would you ignore my time or would I ignore yours? 

 

I want you. 

 

I am curious of our passions. 

Would the art intertwine with the arch of my back? 

Would we share the same intensity every time painting vivid 

images of us being us?  

Would the passersby spark a new passion or would we 

remember the fire that burns back home? 

 

 

I want you. 

 

I want my curiosity to be met with reality. 

I want to know if the possibility is possible. 

 

I want you to want me too.



california dreaming 

Water seems nice over there 

The beach seems cleaner 

The sand seems simple 

The walks seem longer 

 

Palm trees seem friendlier over there 

The leaves seem welcoming 

The roots seem fleeting 

The climb seems taller 

 

The air seems lighter over there 

The winds seem to play 

The molecules seem to dance 

The energy seems to pulse 

 

To a certain free falling 

rhythm 

That continuously go from loud to quiet 

in a nano second 

 

Dreams seem to wander over there 

The people seem famous 

Everyone wants attention 

Everyone wants love 

 

Like everywhere else except there 

The desperation is more honest 

Even behind its flaky facades 

 

Yet I dream to go there 

Just to go there 

Perhaps from way over here 

I’ll go there 

 

Swim in the waters 

Dance on the palms 

Sip the breezes 

So I can be free falling 

Finally 

Free 

Falling 
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Shameless Plug 

My site is The Jolyn Project which is totally not like this 

book but you may enjoy it anyway. Please feel free to go to 

http://www.thejolynproject.com in between your social media 

moments.   

 

 

upcoming books by me >>  

life in technicolor vol. 1 : love. - May 2013 

life in technicolor vol. 2 : war. - September 2013 

life in technicolor vol. 3 : peace. - December 2013* 
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